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tern. Tucker,1 a Southern man, was Chairman of the Co by which it was brought before Congress with so much 1818. Lowndes and a host of inferior Southern lights, sust and President Monroe yielded, after a struggle, his early- j ter principles for its advancement. Of their agency in beha] protective system, quite as much may be said and of Slav tation we shall have a more appropriate place to speak, whe: be seen that even there the force of Mr. Hammond's declaral not be found to fail.
If Mr. Calhoun had been blessed in a larger degree with th* ness of soul which finds gratification in the acknowledg] error—if he had said, openly and frankly, to his1 Northern t I contributed to the introduction of this principle of protect our legislation, believing that it would work to the general ad but experience has shown that your section of the Country advantages from it to which ours can never attain, that it contrary, enures to our injury, and that it bears within itself i for its abuse not at first foreseen but which the love of mo: always induce those interested to seize upon to make bad w< with such declarations, the truth of which could not have beer verted, he had appealed to the justice and fraternal feelings a gations of the North, perseveriiigly, in season and out of se Cobden appealed to the landed interest of England, he mi established for himself an enviable renown and for his cause assurance if not the immediate enjoyment of triumph. But h< to attach as much importance to being consistent as to being perhaps more, and a large and an unprofitable share of his say it with deference to his conceded and unquestionable abilii spent in defending his successive positions by showing th sistency with each other. For these and other reasons he w* posed to trust himself in the beaten track but sought for enterprising as well as a more striking course, one which won top all past discussions and processes relating to this subj this frame of mind his attention was naturally attracted to tl oraJble proceedings of Jefferson, Madison, Taylor of Carolin las2 and their compeers of Virginia and Kentucky in respec alien and sedition laws, and his ambition, [was] as natural

